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EFFECT OF S~-STRESS NONUNIFORMITY IN MODERN TIRES 

E. I. Grigolyuk and G. M. Kulikov UDC 539.3:629.678.01 

Although it has been almost i00 years since the invention of pneumatic tires, the prob- 
lem of their design has attracted the attention of specialists in the mechanics of composite 
materials in recent years. We are significantly indebted to Brewer for an important advance 
in this area [I]. In [i], he modeled the tire as a Kirchhoff-Love multilayered orthotropic 
shell. The Brewer model was later generalized to Timoshenko multilayered orthotropic [2, 3] 
and anisotropic [4-6} shells. The study [4] examined the combined effect of anisotropy and 
geometric nonlinearity on the stress-strain state of a pneumatic tire, while smoothing cu- 
bic splines were used in [5] to determine the geometry of the surface. Satisfactory agree- 
ment was obtained between the theoretical and experimental data in this case for diagonal 
tires and certain models of radial tires. 

As regards modern radial tires with a thin-layer metal-cord breaker, calculations show 
that Timoshenko's kinematic hypothesis may lead to errors which distort the stress-strain 
state near the end of the breaker and in the lateral part of the tire. Recent attempts to 
refine the design of the pneumatic tire [7-12] were made as a result of this very problem. 

The modern tire is a fairly complicated object for study, since it is made of randomly 
arranged flexible and stiff reinforcing layers. This fact shows the importance of develop- 
ing models of pneumatic tires which will allow study of the law of distribution of transverse 
shear stresses through the thickness of the packet. 

Here we used independent kinematic and static hypotheses [13] to construct a nonlinear 
variant of the theory of multilayered anisotropic shells in which the transverse shear stres- 
ses, being continuous functions of the transverse coordinate everywhere in the shell - in- 
cluding at the interfaces of the layers - are assigned values on the boundary surfaces. The 
resulting normal system of differential equations, of the order 4N + 6 (where N is the num- 
ber of layers), possesses sufficient flexibility and universality because it makes it pos- 
sible to describe the nonuniform distribution of the stress tensor through the thickness of 
the tire and at the same time use a simple asymptotic solution to arrive at the normal sys- 
tem in [4, 5]. We numerically studied the shear stress distribution law through the thick- 
ness of the packet near the end of the breaker and in the side of the tire. It is shown 
that the distribution law deviates appreciably for the parabolic law postulated in most 
(that we know of) refined theories of multilayered shells. 

i. We will examine a thin elastic shell made of N anisotropic layers. We take the in- 
ternal boundary surface as the reference plane and refer it to curvilinear orthogonal co- 
ordinates ~i and ~2. We reckon the transverse coordinate z in the direction of an increase 
in the external normal to the initial surface. We will employ the notation used in [13]: h, 
thickness of the shell; hk, thickness of the k-th layer; 6k, distance from the reference 
plane to the top boundary surface of the k-th layer; A i, Lam~ constants; k i, curvatures of 
the coordinate lines; u i and w, tangential and normal displacements of points of the refer- 
ence plane; 8i (k), increments of the tangential displacements within the k-th layer; ui(k), 
tangential displacements of points of the k-th layer; ~:i (~ ~(k), functions characterizing 
the law of distribution of the transverse shear stresses ai3(k] through the thickness of the 
k-th layer; q, normal load; 6ij, Kronecker symbol; i, j = I, 2; k = i, 2, .... N. 
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By using the system of independent kinematic hypotheses 
N 

u~(~ = m+ E ~k"l ~("~ + ( z - ~ - , )  I~'~"; r ~  = 

and static hypotheses 

(i.i) 

m~ (~ =fo(z)~*(~ p~(a' ( i .  2) 

the authors of [13] constructed a nonlinear variant of the theory of shallow multilayered 
anisotropic shells which is consistent with the mixed variational principle. Here 

{h~ (n=1,2, , N); 
a t  k>n 

n~n= 0 at k<.n "'" 

f0(z), fk(z) are a priori assigned functions which are continuous and satisfy the conditions 

~(0) =~(h)=0; h(~-,) =h (6~) =0. (1 .3)  

Conditions (1.3) can be satisfied if we take 

_ , fo(z)=.-g-(h-z); z~[O,h]; f.(z~= I .~o - (~ 
o, z ~  [ 6~_,, 6~ ] , 

which is consistent with existing representations on the character of the distribution of 
transverse shear stresses through the thickness of the packet. Thus, having put fk(z) ~ 0 
for the uniform shell, we arrive at the distribution law for transverse shear stresses from 
[141. 

The nonlinear relation between the strains of the k-th layer and the displacements of the 
reference plane was given in [13]. Having generalized it to the case of nonshallow shells, 
we obtain 

e~/~}=E~176 (z-6~-~)K~(~); 8~am=~(~)-8~' (1 .4)  

AI O(A~-~ut) 1 Oul 1 OAI A~ O(A2-tu2) + " ; (1 .5 )  
E~=e~j+lo~o~; e~t=A--~--~m-~ A~A~ O~z2 u~+ktw; 2e~2--- A~ 0~t A~ 0~2 

where 

Klt(k~ = 1 O~,(k~ 1 OAt Ao. O(A,-l~(h)) A, O(A,-q~tm) 1 Ow (1 ~-2).  
At a a ~  ~ A,A~ am~ f~2~k'; 2K'2'k'=A--~- am, + A2 " ha2 ; O, =l~,u, At a~, 

The relationship between the shear stresses and strains in a generalized plane stress 
state is expressed through Hooke's law z 

E ,_ (k) 
o'o (~.I = O~j~rnelm"kl. ( i .  6 ) 

l , r n  = 1 

The construction of a mathematically valid theory of multilayered anisotropic shells 
within the framework of the given system of independent hypotheses (i.i), (1.2) requires the 
use of the mixed variational principle. This principle is a natural way of reducing a three- 
dimensional problem of elasticity theory to a two-dimensional problem of shell theory, and it 
resolves certain contradictions in the initial system of kinematic and static hypotheses. It 
was used in [13] to obtain 2N + 3 equations of equilibrium in unit forces and moments 

O(A~Tu) OA2 T . O(A,Tt2) OA, 
§ Tt2+ A1A.,ktN1 =0; 0oci 0a, 22+ 0~2 

a(A2Nt) O(AtN2) --Oczt § Oa2 AIA., (klTn +k:2T,,2) = -AtA~q; 

d (Ft2@, (k~) aA2 0(A1cl)12( k~ ) 
, - ~ (1)2,, (k)  -I aal aal aa~ 

OAt fDl2(,~)_AtA,.,Ql(a~=O; 
0~2 

(1.7) 

Ni=Ql--Ttl01--Ti~02 (1~---2), 
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and the corresponding boundary conditions and N + 1 integral relations 

N 5 k 2 

k = l  0k_ ~ j = l  

(1.8) 5 a 2 

5k_ 1 j = l  

Here c i j ( k )  a r e  t he  t r a n s v e r s e  shea r  compl iances  of  the  k - t h  l a y e r .  Equa t ions  ( 1 . 8 )  have a 
s u f f i c i e n t l y  s imple  mechanica l  i n t e r p r e t a t i o n ,  meaning t h a t  t he  e l a s t i c i t y  r e l a t i o n s  f o r  the  
transverse shear stresses are satisfied integrally over the thickness of the packet with the 
weight function f0(z) and simultaneously over the thickness of the k-th layer with the weight 
function fk(z). 

Let us return to the equilibrium equations of the shell. We use the following formulas 
to determine the unit tangential and transverse forces Tij and Qi and the unit generalized 
moments ~ij(k) in (1.7) 

N ~ ~h Ok 

k = l  k = l  Ok_ 1 0~_ l 

"6 k N 

Oi.i(~)= j' o,~(k, zdz_Sk_tri/~)+ Z 
5~_ 1 r~=l 

~ n ~ T i i  Inl . 

(z.9) 

Having inserted shear stresses (1.6) into Eqs. (1.9) with allowance for (1.4) and assum- 
ing that the mechanical characteristics within each layerare independent of the transverse 
coordinate, we obtain expressions for the unit shearing forces and generalized moments 

'2 N 

T,~= Z ( Ai~,.,,E,r,,+ ZDI~I~K,. '~') ; 
l,rtt= 1 h= 1 

z ,v (i.i0) 

= ijlm K t m  ( n ) )  �9 

I,m=l n=l 

We have the following formulas for the stiffness matrices of the shell 

N iV 

A i j l m =  Z ;htk) .ca i jlm'~ D (a) B (k) . (h) ijlm--~ i j l m - - t 3 h - l A i f l m q  - 
Z in) 

~nk~jlm; 
h= I  n=l 

i jim ~--Ukn[ i j l rr t - -On-l ta i j lm--On-- t t ta i j lm--Urt- -V'ai j lm)]  + 
N 

,B(~,) _ A(k) . , -B (,,) Atn) - "~'~hn( ijlm--f~h--1 i j l m l " t ' ~ n k (  i j lm--Sn-- I  "i)lm)'~- Z 2 ~ A (r)  , rk rn i jim; 
r ffi l 

t.(k) . A (i~lL=.( ~ , - -~)h- t )  u i lm, 

B(.) 1 O <"' C r  (5~,'-6~_,)b~L, 

where Ai~s Bijs Cij~m(k) are the membrane, membrane-bending, and bending stiff- 
nesses o~ the k-th layer. 

We then insert transverse shear stresses (1.2) into Eqs. (1.8) and (1.9) and, consider- 
ing the notation 
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we arrive at formulas for the unit transverse forces 
2<, 

Qt= E ( q~-2~kJ~'alk)-qmch~e231hQ (1 = 2). 

Here, qij(k) are the coefficients of transverse shear of the k-th layer 

qi j iA)  = .  TTA'Cij ~ I Cij(k} ; 
�9 l IT22--'g122 ~.hk. C, 11hlc220%1 -- (Cl2('k)) 2 

N N 

( ~.h02 ~ E T A ;  Tk_.~/~ - ~0 
~=~ ~-~ ~ 

h(z)f.(z)dz (n=O,k), 

(1.11) 

Equations (i.i0) and (I.ii) mainly solve the problem being examined here, since they give the 
relationship between the force and strain characteristics of the shell. 

2. Let us examine the axisymmetric deformation of a multilayered anisotropic shell of 
revolution. Here, all of the quantities characterizing the stress-strain state of the shell 
will be functions of only one variable al- 

We introduce a normal system of ordinary differential equations. This is the resolvent 
system and completely determines the stress-strain state of the shell. We write the system 
in matrix form: 

I dY 

A, d=---] =r(a'' u (2.1) 

where Y is the vector of the solutions, having the dimension 4N + 6 

Y= [Tll, NI, CD, l u) ..... {~ll {N}, TI2, @12 (I) ..... (DI2 In'), 

u,, w, ~,~ll ..... ~,Is~; u2, 821u ..... I~2~#~] T. 
( 2 . 2 )  

We have the following formulas for the components of the vector of the right sides R 

R I = p ( Y I - T ~ )  - k l Y 2 ;  R 2 = p Y 2 + k t Y I + k 2 T 2 2 - q ;  

ikq R~+h = p ( Y 2 + ~ - ~ 2 2  , + Qt(h~; 

RN+3 = 2p Y,v+a- ks ( Q2- T2~0~- Y,v+a01) ; R,~+3+~ = 2p Y~r+3+~ + Q2 Cv'; 
1 

R~,v+4 = Ell - kl Y2,'r - ~ 07; 
(2.3) 
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( k = L 2  . . . . .  N). 

Here, ~ = -- I/AtA= dA2/d= ~. The first 2N + 3 equations of system (2.1)-(2.3) follow direct- 
ly from .the equilibrium equations of the shell (1.7). Another group of 2N + 3 equations is 
obtained from strain relations (1.5). 

All of the quantities figuring in the right sides of system (2.1) must be expressed 
through the components of the solution vector. We again turn to strain relations (1.5) and 
find that 

O = = k 2 Y ~ ;  K=~i~= - P Y ~ + s - ~ ;  

E22 = ks Y=x +s-  p Y2x +4 +-~" 05". (2 .4 )  

The situation with 01 is more complicated, since in this case there is no simple equation 
expressing the relationship between 81 and the components of the vector Y. We will derive 
it by using Eqs. (1.7), from which 

Q l = Y~ + Y IO,+ Y,v+302. ( 2 . 5 )  

Comparing (2.5) with the formula 
N 

Q, = ~ [q=2 t~'' (Y21v+5+h-0,) - ql= t~ ( Y3.'c-~+k - 0~) ],  ( 2 . 6  ) 
~=1 

following from Eqs. (1.4) and (i.ii), we arrive at the desired relation 

N 

E[q~2 ~k~ Z2~+5+~ - q1= I~ (F3~+~+h - 0,) ] - Y=- Y~+a02 

Ol----" k-, (2[ 7) 
N 

Z q22 ~k~ + Y, 
k,-I  

As can be seen, Eq. (2.7) is fairly complicated and creates additional difficulties in the 
numerical realization of the problem on a computer due to the fractional nonlinearity. 

The subsequent computing algorithm appears as follows. Having calculated 0 l, we use 
(2.6) to determine the unit transverse force Q~..A similar formula can be used for Q=. The 
remaining quantities E~I, E12 , KII(I) ..... KIt(N), Kl2(I) ..... KI=(N), T22 , ~22[I), .. 
~22 (N) are also expressed through the components of the vector Y. To realize this, we use 
elasticity relations (I.i0) after we have represented them in matrix form: 

FU=V, (2.8) 

where U = [E11, El2, Kll(l) ..... K11 (N), K~2(~) ..... K~2(N)] T. We will not present the 
expressions for the matrix of system (2.8) or the vector of the right sides in connection 
with the limited space. Having solved system of linear algebraic equations (2.8) by, say, 
Gauss' method, we find the vector U. Finally, we use elasticity relations (i.i0) to ob- 
tain the force characteristics T22, #~=(~) ..... ~=2(N). 

We augment normal system of equations (2.1) with 2N + 3 boundary conditions on each end 
of the closed shell of revolution 

Y~ (r l,, + Yz'c+a+. (~*t) (1 -1 , , )  = O; 
( 2 . 9 )  

"r * " l Y. t ~ ~x+~+~ + Y~.v+~+. (=**~) (I - l~r =0 .  

In (2.9), the indices of the boundary conditions Zn, Z2N+3+n (n = i, 2 ..... 2N + 3) take 
values of 0 and i and determine any combination of kinematic and static boundary conditions 
on the ends of the shell ~ = ~*~, ~i = ~*'I. 
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The simplest variant of the nonlinear theory of axisymmetric multilayered anisotropic 
shells has been constructed. The stated problem is completely solved by normal system 
of equations(2.1)-(2;3), boundary conditions (2.9), relations (I.i0), (2.4), (2.6), and (2.7), 
and system of linear algebraic equations (2.8). 

3. Here, we will use the method of quasilinearization [15] to reduce nonlinear boundary- 
value problem (2.1), (2.9) to a sequence of linear boundary-value problems. Without going 
into the details of the method, we immediately present the linearized system of equations 

1 dYtm+l] 
A'-'T ddl = R* (~1, y[ml, ytm+q). ( 3.1 ) 

We will not present the expressions for the components of the vector of the right sides of 
system (3.1), instead referring the reader to [4, 5]. These studies discuss similar methods 
of numerically solving nonlinear boundary-value problems of multilayered anisotropic shells 
of the Timoshenko type. 

An algorithm for numerically solving nonlinear boundary-value problem (2.1), (2.9) was 
realized in the form of standard procedures in the algorithmic language PL/I(0). The geo- 
metric parameters of the inside surface of the pneumatic tire were obtained by the procedures 
in [5] for smoothing empirical data with cubic splines. The studies [4-6] discuss the method 
of determining the elastic constants of an elementary rubber-cord layer and elements of the 
stiffness matrix of the k-th layer, as well as certain other aspects of the mechanics of 
rubber-cord composites. 

As a numerical example, we will examine a lightweight radial tire of the 175/70R13 type. 
The tire was loaded by its operating pressure q = 20 N/cm 2. The carcass of the tire was 
composed of a single layer reinforced with textile cord, while the breaker was made of two 
layers cross-reinforced with metal-cord. The maximum number of layers in the packet was five. 
We assume that symmetry conditions are satisfied on the equator (~l = 0), while the section 
containing the point of the tread with the coordinate =~ = 16 cm is assumed to be fixed. 

The numerical results shown by the solid curves in Figs. i-4 were obtained by integrating 
a standard 26th-order system of ordinary differential equations on an ES-1060 computer. The 
broken curves show the results obtained in [6].. Figure 1 shows the relations between the 

ternal T (z) and external forces in fibers of the cord of the in b Tb (2) layers of the breaker 
in the region 0 ~ ~ ~ 6 cm as a function of the meridional coordinate =z- The points re- 
present results recently obtained in [12], where the tire was examined from the viewpoint of 
the nonlinear theory of elasticity. A combination approach was employed in [12]. First the 
tire was designed on the basis of the theory of multilayered anisotropic shells of the Timo- 
shenko type [4-6]. Then kinematic boundary conditions were established in an arbitrarily 
chosen section of the side-wall, and the theory of elasticity problem for the tread was 
solved by the finite elements method. Despite the similar qualitative pattern of loading of 
the layers of the breaker, some reduction in the forces in the fibers of the breaker cord as 
we approach the end of the breaker is more reflective of the present representations regard- 
ing the stress-strain state of the breaker region and the available empirical data.% We 
should give special attention to the equal loading of the layers of the breaker. The forces 
in these layers, determined by the method developed here, are so close to each other that 
they can be considered the same for the given scale of the graph. Figure 2 shows the de- 
pendence of the transverse shear strains of the internal E2sb (1) and external E23b (2) lay- 
ers of the breaker on the meridional coordinate e I . The circles represent values of the 
transverse shears [12] calculated at points located 2/3 through the thickness of the first 
layer starting from its inside surface. 

Let us analyze the effect of nonuniform distribution of the transverse shear stresses 
through the thickness of the packet. Figures 3 and 4 show the dependence of the shear 
stresses oxs on the transverse coordinate z near the end of the breaker with ~l = 6 cm and 
the side of the tire with ~i = 14.5 cm, respectively. It can be seen that the law describ- 
ing their distribution differs appreciably from the parabolic law postulated in most refined 
theories of multilayered shells. It is curious to note that the diagram of the transverse 
shear stresses old (see Fig. 4) - the maximum of which is shifted toward the inside surface 

t Low forces in the cord fibers near the end of the breaker can serve as a kind of criterion 
in evaluating the reliability of different approaches to determination of the stress-strain 
state of radial tires. Thus, despite allowing for several specific properties peculiar to 
rubber-cord materials, the authors of [7] did not observe a very substantial reduction in 
the forces in the fibers of the breaker cord. 
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and is located at the center of the rubber interlayer - agrees well with the statistics ac- 
cumulated in the literature on typical side-wall ruptures. The diagrams of the stresses ~i3 
in the region of the end of the breaker (see Fig. 3) also agree with the data available to 
US, 
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